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At the 23rd International Geographical Congress in Moscow in 1979
a Commission on the Coastal Environment was established to inves

tigate five important coastal research activities for the next
International Congress in 1980 in Japan. The five activities are:

1. Monitoring of prograding sand shorelines,
2. Documenting salt marsh and mangrove shoreline changes,
3. Analyzing affects of artificial shore structures,
4. Determination and management of important scientific

coastal areas,

5. Investigating ecology, physiography and stabilization
of coastal dunes.

For the IGU-ICC Atlantic Coast Regional Conference all of the
above topics were discussed together with a special symposium by
Dr. G. Koran on coastal archaeology as sites of important scientific
interest. Another special symposium was held to discuss the
"Bruun Rule". At the Commission's meeting in Moscow in 1976, of
several possible causes for the reported and documented worldwide
shoreline erosion, the "Bruun Rule" was suggested. The role
postulates that shoreline erosion is necessary to maintain a pro
file of equilibrium under a rising sea level if there is a
sediment supply deficit. A discussion developed as to whether
Per Bruun, Norway, or V. Zenkovich, USSR, holds priority on this
concept. Therefore a symposium reviewing various aspects of this
"Bruun Rule" including a Soviet up-date was also held at the
Atlantic Regional Conference.

Copies of the meeting and symposium abstracts and reports
will be included in the Coastal Commission's final report to
be presented to the International Congress in Japan in 1980.
Participants in this regional commission meeting are thus considered
corresponding members of the commission. In addition a one-day
field conference took place at the Cape Cod National Seashore
to review commission projects applicable to Cape Cod (e.g., shore
line changes, salt marshes, dune management, coastal conservation
reserve and early Bruun Rule Studies).



INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON THE COASTAL ENVIRONMENT,

ATLANTIC COAST REGIONAL CONFERENCE, NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND

November 7-10, 1979

PROGRAM

COASTAL ARDIAEOLOGY SYMPOSIUM - Wednesday, November 7

G. Moran - "Problems in the preservation of archaeological
resources in the coastal zone of R.I."

D. Sanger - "Coastal Archaeology and site loss in Maine"

B. Luedtkc - "Coastal zone archaeology in Boston Harbor"

P. Korenon, et al - "Archaeological resources in Narragansctt
Basin: Conanicut Island and Greenwich Cove"

F. McManamon - "Survey of archaeological resources, Cape Cod
National Seashore"

R. Moir - "Preservation of land surfaces during rising sea
level"

R. Barber - "The prehistoric human occupation of the North
western Atlantic coast"

M. Roberts - "The management of archacologic resources in
the coastal zone"

Discussion - Dr. 3. Salwen, Archaeologist and Dr. M. Schwartz
Geologist

COASTAL ENVIRONMENT SESSION - Thursday, November 8

J. Allen - "Magnitudes of beach erosion causes, Sandy Hook,
N.J."

11. Henriigar - "Changes in coastal dune topography using
parallex measurements"

J. Demarest - "Breakwater Harbor, Del.: Man-made interpre
tation; Part Ii Historical perspective"
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COASTAL ENVIRONMENT SESSION (Continued)

W. Hoyt - "Breakwater Harbor, Del: Man-made interaction; Part II:
Effects of structures on geologic processes"

P. Knutson - "Sand stabilization on a baymouth bar, Nauset
Beach; Cape Cod, Mass.

A. Dewall - "Beach changes at Westhampton Beach, New York"

J. Wadsworth - "Sedimentologic significance of tidal drainage
networks: reevaluation of traditional salt marsh

development model"

P. Godfrey, et al - "Strand vegetation and migrating barrier
beaches and islands - Spartina patens"

M. Schwartz and E. Jacobsen - "Three piers and an inlet"

S. Leatherman - "Effects of storm processes and off-road
vehicles on barrier dunes, Nauset Spit, Cape Cod,
Mass."

J. Wadsworth - "Geologic development of Okefenokee Swamp -
a multi-disciplinary approach to wetland research"

J. Dubois - "Photo-interpretation of sediment movements in
a primary physiographic unit. North Shore,
St. Lawrence"

G. Zarrillo - "Hydrodynamic and sediment transport in a salt
marsh estuary"

H. Gierloff-Emden - "Timescale satellite data - coastal water

and tidal regions"

P. Burbridge - "Tidal wetland changes, Fairfield, CT, 1835-1975"

BRUUN RULE SYMPOSIUM - Saturday, November 10

M. Schwartz and V. Milicic - "The Bruun Rule" A historic

perspective"

G. Giese - "A general expression for shoreline change"

R. Dubois - "Nearshore evidence in support of the Bruun Rule
on shore erosion"

J. Fisher - "Holocene sea level rise and shore erosion, R.I.

and N.C. - Bruun Rule application"

P. Rosen - "Application of Bruun Rule to Chesapeake Bay,
Virginia"
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BRUUN RULE SYMPOSIUM (Continued)

D. Swift - "Bruun Rule and continental shelf sedimentation -

an oceanographers view"

H. Allison - "Bruun Rule, Implications"

E. Hand - "Application of Bruun's concept to the Great Lakes"

P. Bruun - "Bruun Rule, boundary conditions"
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MAGNITUDES OF BEACH EROSION CAUSES,

SANDY HOOK, NEW JERSEY, USA

James R. Allen

Department of Geography
University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, AR 72701

ABSTRACT

Sandy Hook spit progrades from a northerly littoral drift rate of
about 377,000m3/yr. (1885-1932), and local sea level rise is about
5mm/yr. Localized erosion reaches 25m/yr. for several years.

A sediment budget approach to the resolution of erosion factors,
from 1971-78 shows that the potential budget has risen to about 460,000
m /yr. due to increased storminess as measured by a Storm Index defined
by the daily frequency of onshore winds times the square of wind velo
city. The actual longshore supply is only 190,000 m /yr., with a
deficit of 270,000m /yr., at the erosional beach.

The factors responsible for this erosion are 1) sediment-starvation
in the lee of an updrift sea wall/groin system (100,000m /yr.),
2)higher waves due to refraction that cause a locally higher transport
rate (100,000m /yr.), 3)an increase in secular storminess that has
temporarily increased the transport rate (60,000m /yr.), 4) profile
response to the rise in sea level (5,000m /yr.), and 5) overwash
losses during storms due to recent dune destruction (4,000m3/yr.).

The relative values of erosion factor priority indicate the enormous
impact of man on beach erosion and the temporary nature of extreme
rates of erosion due to secular climate intensities. In spite of
the locally high rate of sea level rise, little erosion can be
explained by it.
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ON THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE BRUUN RULE

H. Allison

Division of Land Resources Management

CSIRO

Private Bag

P.O.

Wembley
W.A. 6014, Australia

ABSTRACT

The Bruun's rule as formulated by M. Schwartz (1967) which relates
sea-level rise and shore erosion, had been confirmed by numerous
independent researchers in both laboratory and field experiments.
The Rule was accepted as being impirical and it was sometimes felt
that some additional information, such as an initial beach profile
shape or sea-ward slope of the offshore bar was required for its
practical applications.

The rigorous relationship between sea-level rise and shore recession
is derived automatically from the Bruun's Rule and Bruun1s Effect
and it is shown that no additional information with respect to
the beach profile is needed. The Bruun's invariant appears to be a
good approximation to this relationship.

M.L. Schwartz's (1967) formulation of the Bruun's theory on shore
erosion is shown to permit an analytical expression in terms of a
certain differential equation. Solution of this equation is demon
strated to satisfy the theory, thus establishing a one-to-one rela
tionship between the Bruun's theory and the presented analytical
formulation.

PREHISTORIC HUMAN OCCUPATION OF THE NORTHWESTERN ATLANTIC COAST

Russell Barber

Inst. Conservation Archaeology
Peabody Museum

Harvard University
Cambridge, MA

ABSTRACT

Along the coast of the northwestern Atlantic Oceal lie New England and
the Middle Atlantic States. A recent project completed by the Insti-
tude for Conservation Archaeology, Peabody Museum, Harvard University
for the Bureau of Land Management has evaluated the archaeological
potential of the outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to
Capt Hatteras. By examining settlement patterns on adjacent dry land
and synthesizing those results with predictions from optimal foraging
theory, predictions of the types and densities of prehistoric sites
were produced. This paper describes briefly the procedures and results
of that research.
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CHANGES IN TIDAL WETLANDS, FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT
1835-1975

Peter R. Burbridge
Project Specialist

Resource and Environment Program
Ford Foundation

P.O. Box 2030

Jakarta, Indonesia

ABSTRACT

Through the use of historical maps and aerial photography the paper
examines the scale and rate of wetland loss and qualitative changes
in wetland habitats for four coastal watersheds in Fairfield,
Connecticut between 1835 and 1975. The paper demonstrates that 410.5
of the 748 acres of tidal wetland existing in 1835 had been lost by
1975. The rate of wetland loss was more acute during the 1933 to
1975 period than for the previous 98 years. Aqualitative shift
from Spartina dominated marsh to marsh dominated by Phraqmites is
illustrated. Between 1933 and 1975 approximately 401 acres of Spartina
had been lost with a gain of 47 acres of Phraqmites. Land use
changes were also traced and a progression of land uses from agri
culture to housing or industrial development is mapped.

A parallel study of wetland land values and the resource economics
of tidal wetland development has been carried out.The results of
which can be made available if requested.

THE "BRUUN RULE"

DISCUSSION ON BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

P. Bruun

Division of Port and Ocean Engineering
Norwegian Inst. Technology
University of Trondheim

Norway

ABSTRACT

The theory of the influence of sea level rise on erosion is proposed
two dimensional but nature is 3-dimensional. This in turn means
that one must consider a certain uninterrupted length of shore when
the material transport is contained in a "box", xyz, x (length
offshore from a defined shoreline point), y (length of box along the
shore) and z (depth from a defined water table). The material balance
in and out of two remote x-z sections y meters apart is assumed to
be zero. If there is no balance between the two quantities this
must be considered in the total material balance equations. There
are two y-z sections, one located on the beach, the other at a cer
tain water depth which separates the "nearshore drift" from the
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"offshore drift" in the x-direction. On the beach the effect of
wind-drift may then have to added. It is usually negligible but may
in some cases present a non-negligible quantity. The outer y-z
boundary is more difficult to define because there is no clear
distinction between the limit of exchange between beach and offshore
drifts of material. Often the terminology "wave base" for material
agitation on the bottom is used. Recent research by the USCE, CERC,
reported in TY-9 by Hallermeier in paper presented at this symposium
attempt to present rational methods for calculation of limits of
active agitation of the sandbottom and long-term erosion rates based
on long term rises of sea level.

BREAKWATER HARBOR, DELAWARE—A CLASSROOM FOR

MAN-MARINE PROCESSES INTERACTION

PART It HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

J.M. Demarest

Dept. of Geology

University of Delaware
Newark, Delaware 19711

ABSTRACT

During the late 1820's the first construction project in the coastal
zone sponsored by the U.S. Government was initiated in Lewes, Delaware.
Breakwater construction was undertaken to produce a protected harbor
for ships sailing on Delaware Bay. Because of shoaling in the harbor,
a second breakwater was built in the area in 1900 in order to maintain
a useful harbor facility at the mouth of Delaware Bay. Over the
terms of twelve presidents of the United States, more than 52,000,000
was spent on this public works project solely for the promotion of
commerce establishing a precedent for expenditure of tax dollars in
the coastal zone for the "public benefit".

Bathymetric surveys were conducted at frequent intervals to monitor
the shoaling in the area. The first detailed survey was in 1842
with subsequent surveys every 10 to 20 years since. This excellent
data base has been used to evaluate the effect of construction on

marine processes of shoaling. The coastal sedimentary dynamics in
the area of the breakwater has produced drastic geomorphic change in
this time. A spit, Cape Henlopen, has prograded north-northwest
5000 ft. (1500m) in 130 years. Although growth of a spit at this
position was inevitable, the form and rates of growth have been
altered by the presence of the first breakwater and to a lesser extent
by the presence of the second breakwater. The orientation of the
breakwater with respect to the shoreline has served to concentrate
ebb currents at the spit tip preventing the spit from recurving as
it has done many times in the last 2,000 years. Shoaling patterns
in the harbor have been dominated by the 1831 breakwater, while
sedimentation near the spit tip has been dominated by storm events.
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The construction of the breakwater for the creation of a harbor was
an enormous success. The harbor is still 8 to 10 feet deep over
most of the area, and over 30 feet deep in places. It is evident,
however that the spit is soon to recurve and connect to the 1831
breakwater, effectively ending the "natural" life of the harbor.
Substantial dredging could maintain an excellent harbor for some time
if the economic incentives are great enough. Based on background
studies of marine processes it is possible to estimate what the
area would have looked like had the breakwater not been built. It

is also possible to predict what the future of the harbor will be
from a geologic viewpoint.

BEACH CHANGES AT WESTHAMPTON BEACH, NY

Allan E. DeWall

Geologist, Coastal Processes Branch
Coastal Engineering Research Center

Corps of Engineers
Fort Helvoir, VA 22060

ABSTRACT

Repetitive surveys of the above MSL beach were made along a total of
20 profile lines at Westhampton Beach, on the South Shore of Long
Island, New York, from 1962-1973. After the study had begun, a large
groin field with associated beach fill was constructed in the middle
of the area being surveyed. The data show that shoreline erosion of
2 to 3 meters per year within and updrift of the groin field was
reversed after groin construction while shoreline erosion downdrift
(west) of the groin field accelerated to at least 20 m/yr. Profile
lines updrift (east) of the groin field accreted at a rate of 1.10
m/yr. as measured at the MSL shoreline and showed a 3.68 m m/yr.
increase in sand stored on the beach above MSL. The shoreline within

the 11-groin field accreted at a rate of 3.45 m/yr. and the beach unit
volume increased at a rate of 11.92 m /m/yr., including beachfill.
Downdrift of the groin field the profiles showed an average MSL
shoreline gain of 0.66 m/yr. and an average unit volume loss of 0.12
m /m/yr. The largest changes measured resulted from the storm of 22
March 1973, which eroded the shoreline an average of 20 m and removed
an average of 29 m /m of beach front above the MSL elevation. Beach
changes were found to be seasonal, with the least amount of sand above
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MSL from January through May. The data taken provide no information
on profile changes below MSL, either natural changes or changes
caused by the groin field, However, bathymetric survey data collected
within the groin field by the Corps of Engineers, New York District,
and summarized in this report show that underwater changes are larger
than changes on the beach and occasionally are opposite in sign.

EXEMPLE DE PHOTO-INTERPRETATION DES MOUVEMENTS DE
SEDIMENTS DANS UNE UNITE PHYSIOGRAPHIQUE FONDAMENTALE

DE LA COTE NORD DU SAINT-LAURENT, QUEBEC

Jean-Marie M. Dubois

Department de Geographic
Universite de Sherbrooke

Sherbrooke, Quebec J1K 2R1

ABSTACT

Dans le but de harnacher en equipements hydroelectriques certaines
rivieres de la Cote Nord, la Division de l'hydraulique de l'Hydro-
Quebec nous demandait de repondre a certaines questions: 1) sens du
transport littoral sur la cote et autour des iles de mingan, 2) prove
nance des sediments sableux et 3) impact probable sur la cote de la
construction des barrages.

Les formations meubles et la geomorphologie de la terre feme etant
deja cartographiees au 1:25 000e, nous avons complete l'information
avec cinq couvertures aeriennes prises entre 1948 et 1976 a diverses
positions de la maree: 1) 1:15 000e a maree moyenne descendante,
4) 1:15 840e a maree basse, 5) 1:40 000 a maree montante. Nous
avons ainsi stabli des criteres d'identification pour trois types de
donnees: 1) la repartition des processus et des zones d'erosion
et de sedimentation des secteurs emerges d'apres la geogorphologie,
2) la repartition des structures sedimentaires des secteurs immerges
d'apres la geomorphologie et 3) la determination de 1'hydrodynamique
par les leves des fronts de vagues, des zones de diffusion sedimentaire
et d'interference des masses d'eau avec confrontation avec le front
de vague theorique tire de la configuration bathymetrique.

Les donnees ont permis de definir une seule unite physiographique
fondamentale de 70km de longueur pour le secteur d'etude entre Magpie
at la point aux Morts a l'ouest de Havre-Saint-Pierre. Par contre,
sept unites physiographiques secondaires homogenes ont ete identifiees;
ces unites possedent leurs caracteristiques propres d'approvisionnement
et de diffusion des sediments.

Les derives littorales se font presque toutes d'ouest en est, dans
le sens des vents dominants principaux; les quelques derives en sens
contraire semblent obeir au sens de diffusion des marees dan les
endroits abrites ou au sens des vents dominants secondaires du NE
dans les endroits exposes.
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Les sources majeures de sediments sont les alluvions fluviales des
crues printannieres et estivales qui viennent s'accumuler sous forme
de deltas sous-aquatiques et qui contre-balancent les pertes de
sediments sur les plages.

En consequence, les barrages installes trop pres de la cote provoquent
necessairement un deficit sedimentaire a la cote soit par 1 effet du
trappage des sediments, soit par une trop grande regularisation des
debits qui empeche les rivieres de s'approvisionner adequatement en
sediments a meme leurs berges.

NEARSHORE EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF THE BRUUN RULE

ON SHORE EROSION

Roger N. DuBois

Dept. of Geography
University of Maryland Baltimore County

Baltimore, MD 21228

ABSTRACT

The Bruun Rule on shore erosion states that for a beach and nearshore
profile at equilibrium, as water level rises, sediments are eroded
from the beach and deposited in the nearshore zone; in turn, the
nearshore bottom is elevated in direct proportion to the rise in
water level. The Rule was tested under field conditions. At Terry
Andrae State Park, Wisconsin, nearshore profiles in Lake Michigan
were surveyed once a week from April through July, 1971 as lake water
level seasonally rose. The nearshore zone consists of two longshore
bars which parallel the shore. The Bruun Rule is applicable in the
zone of the first longshore bar system. As lake water level rose,
the bars advanced landward, and from the base of the foreshore to
the crest of the first bar, the elevation of the nearshore bottom
increased. On the lakeward slope of the first bar crest, no deposi
tion or erosion occurred. The elevation of the second bar crest

remained constant as water level rose.



SHORELINE EROSION, RHODE ISLAND AND NORTH CAROLINA COASTS
TEST OF BRUUN RULE

John J. Fisher

Department of Geology
University of Rhode Island

Kingston, RI 02881

ABSTRACT
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Analysis of Rhode Island shoreline retreat, measured on aerial
photographs from 1939 to 1975 together with sea level rise rates
allows a test of the Bruun Rule. This rule suggests that as sea
level rises, sediment eroded from the shore is deposited offshore
equal to this sea level rise. Submergence by a sea level rise of
0.3 m/yr. accounts for only 15% of the average shoreline retreat of
0.2 m/yr. Overwash accounts for 26%, while inlet deposition accounts,
for 35% of this retreat. The remaining 24% of the eroded sediment
is deposited offshore between the breaker zone and wave base limit.
A similar sedimentation situation exists along the higher energy
North Carolina coast with erosion averaging 2.0 m/yr. These are the
first studies of the Bruun Rule on barrier island coastlines.

TIMESCALE AS INTERFACE OF SATELLITE DATA

ACQUISITION SYSTEMS AGAINST COASTAL WATER AND
TIDAL REGION PROCESSES

H.G. Gierloff-Emden

Department of Geography
University of Munich

Munich, Germany

ABSTRACT

Some natural processes are of such time scale that a change of the
phenomena is going on meanwhile a sensor system works on data acqui
sition.

The time-space problems of tidal coverage of wadden areas (tidal flats)
is very important for remote sensing methods of coastal area.

A preliminare matrix of relationship of time scale of processes of
coastal waters versus time scale of data acquisition system has been

developed.

Waves and breakers with a time scale of a 6 sec. period are of the
same time scale as the pathway of the nadir of Landsat: the change
detection of such a coastal phenomenon cannot be taken with this very
MSS-system and coastal mapping cannot obtain sharp lines of land-sea
boundaries.
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Flood-tidal water does cover tidal flats with a current velocity of
1 to 3 m/sec, i.e. during 30 sec. a surface of a distance up to
90 m. This is a space dimension of a size more than that of 1 pixel of
Landsat-MSS and a change in the scene during less as the 30 sec.
scanning time for one scene of the sensor data acquisition system
of this very type.

Within the area of 1 scene of 1 LANDSAT-picture of 185 x 185 km square,
there is a synoptic overview (physical quasi-synoptic), due to time
of scanner process. But at this very short time, nearly a moment,
the different areas of the scene do not have synchron the lowest tide
water level of tidal range, because in the North Sea, as example,
there is the tidal emphydromy, with some hours difference in high or
low water level of tidal range of different locations along 100 km
of the coastline, i.e. in one LANDSAT scene, the stage of tidal
coverage is local different.

A GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR SHORELINE CHANGES

UNDER SEA LEVEL RISE

Graham Giese

Provincetown Center for Coastal Studies
P.O. Box 826

Provincetown, MA 02657

ABSTRACT

Two major processes are primarily responsible for shoreline retreat
in Massachusetts: erosion due to-sediment transport by waves, and
submergence by a rising relative sea level. Of the two, submergence is
the more important.

The mean linear rate of shoreline retreat is given by the product
of the rate of relative sea level rise, the ratio of overall coastal
length to actual shoreline length, and the cotangent of the overall
coastal slope.

While submergence and emergence result from relative sea level
changes, erosion and accretion result from sediment transportation
processes.

Perhaps 90% of the Massachusetts shoreline lies along the "inner"
coast shoreline of bays, estuaries, marshes and tidal creeks—-
where sediment transport is negligible, because there is insufficient
wave energy to transport appreciable quantities of sediment.

Along shores which do receive appreciable wave energy, the absolute
value of the sediment transport term will be small if the net rate
of transport is small, as it is along shorelines bounded by headlands;
or if the divergence of the net rate of transport is small, as it
tends to be along long straight shorelines. Under the influence of
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wave action alone, an unconsolidated coast tends to develop shore
line forms which approach one or the other of these two stable condi
tions. However, a rising relative sea level disrupts an approach to
stability by altering wave conditions at the shoreline.

At some locations, such as the cliffed shorelines of Manomet and
Outer Cape Cod, the shoreline retreat is due almost entirely to
erosion alone, while at others, such as the Provincetown Hook and
Sandy Neck, the shoreline is accreting. It should be noted that an
accreting shoreline is not necessarily advancing. The outer shoreline
of the Provincetown Hook is advancing, but that of Sandy Neck is
retreating.

While the net coastal change in Massachusetts due to sediment trans
port processes is erosion, the contribution of this erosion to the
total rate of shoreline retreat is small in comparison to the contri
bution of submergence.

RESPONSES OF STRAND VEGETATION TO MIGRATING BARRIER BEACHES AND
ISLANDS - WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO

SPARTINA PATENS (SALT MEADOW CORDGRASS)

Paul J. Godfrey, Mark Benedict, Robert Zaremba
Department of Botany

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

ABSTRACT

The migration of barrier islands and beachers, particularly those
undergoing retreat by means of overwash and inlet dynamics, poses
special problems for the survival of dune and marsh plants. Plants
which survive in the dynamic environment of a migrating barrier beach
must possess special adaptations to cope with the severe environmental
pressures placed on them. Only a few can tolerate such stress, yet
they do so with remarkable abilities which have long been of interest
to ecologists and plant scientists. However, little work has been
done on the ecological relationships of certain key species to the
geological processes which shape and maintain the barrier beaches.
For the past decade, we have been studying the response of one grass
species in particular, Spartina patens, to oceanic overwash. In
doing so, we have found that at least two forms of S. patens exist
which show certain differences in their abilities to tolerate sub
stantial overwash. A southern form, called S._p_atens var. monoqyna,
is a dominant grass of dunes, barrier flats, and high salt marshes
on barrier islands undergoing overwash retreat. It readily grows
up through deposits a deep as one meter, and even shows increased
vigor when doing so. It therefore plays an important role in the
stabilization of overwash deposits on barrier islands of the central
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and southern U.S. states. This form reaches the Massachusetts coast,
but the more typical variety, a decumbent plant, tends to dominate
the high marshes where its response to overwash burial is much less
dramatic. Under natural conditions, the decumbent form is usually
killed by substantial overwash, depths greater than 30 cm., although
it does show recovery by growing through more shallow deposits in
which case it shows an upright growth tendancy. In most northern
areas studies (Cape Cod, Massachusetts to New Brunswick, Canada)
we find that recolonization of overwash is mainly through seedling
establishment, fragment regeneration, or lateral extensions from
overwash-free adjoining areas. In each case, however, the grasses
play an important role in the geomorphology of barrier beaches. In
the north, Amroophila breviligulata, plays a major role in stabiliza
tion of overwash, as well as dune, sand. The important relationships
between sand transport mechanisms - aeolian and hydrologic - and the
stabilizing activities of coastal grasses are being studied both in
the field and the laboratory. This research includes surveys of
various barrier beaches along the U.S. and Canadian east coasts,
detailed analyses of pre-and post-overwash events on Coast Guard Beach
(Nauset Spit), Massachusetts, physiological analyses in the laboratory,
interactions of Spartina patens and Ammophila breviligulata in growth
experiments, and burial treatments in the field. This paper will
briefly describe the study areas, techniques, and a general overview
of the results obtained so far. It is anticipated that such informa
tion will provide further background material for managing barrier
beaches and islands on a sound ecological basis.

APPLICATION OF BRUUN'S CONCEPT TO THE GREAT LAKES

Edward B. Hands

U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center
Corps of Engineers

Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

ABSTRACT

MODEL. As described by Bruun (1962) a rise in sea level tends to
shift the equilibrium shore profile upward and landward. Erosion pre
vails landward of a null point, and the shoreline retreats.
Conceptually, this erosion supplies material to the outer portion of
the responding profile and the entire profile is thus raised above
the initial equilibrium profile through a distance equal to the
change in water level. The landward distance through which the
profile moves to regain equilibrium can be calculated if the width
of the entire responding profile, and the proportion of eroded
material which would be stable in the outer zone, are known. This
concept is straightforward, but application is difficult. The assump
tion of an equilibrium profile may be unrealistic. The width of the
responding profile, or equivalently the closure depth is in
unknown variable, dependent on wave climate. Field verification of
profile response has been scanty. While coastal submergence is
widespread, it is also usually so slow that few measurements span a
long enough time to accurately reveal profile adjustment. Furthermore,
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the transition between the elevated equilibrium profile and the stable
seabed below closure depth was never shown in previous diagrams of
ideal profile response. Some undue skepticism about the model's
validity may have arisen because of the apparent inadequacy of the
model for explaining this transition.

FIELD CONFIRMATION. The Great Lakes are subject to sustained periods
of relatively rapid changes in water level as a result of long term
climatic fluctuations. During periods of increasing lake levels,
which last for 5 to 15 years, average shore erosion rate increases
3 to 6 times the historic (100+ year average) rate. Response of
Lake Michigan shore and offshore profiles to increased water levels
has been documented over a 9-year period. The closure depth is near
11 m. A system of 4 to 5 longshore bars dominate the active
profile. The bars respond relatively rapidly, migrating to maintain
a constant depth beneath the rising lake surface. The inner profile
recedes steadily, but is relatively sluggish compared to bar mobility.
There is a timelag of several years between lake level stablization
and complete profile readjustment. Though the mean lake level peaked
in 1973, recession continued unabated at most stations until 1976 at
which time the beach began to accrete.

FURTHER IMPLICATIONS. Due to the absence of any active supply of
fluvial sediment and the closed nature of the 50 km shoreline under
the study, sediment budget calculations could be readily applied to
document sediment balance. The ratio of shore retreat to submergence
over the 9-year study period was roughly 1 to 70. For each unit
increase in elevation. The profile moved 70 units landward leaving a
smooth 1:70 slope behind, thus a smooth bottom marked the transition
between the raised equilibrium profile and the stable bottom. A
convex trailing edge would have suggested a secular increase in pro
file retreat per unit of submergence. In areas with similar geology,
gemorphology, and wave exposure roughly similar responses may be
expected. In areas having broader active profiles, lower backshores,
offshore or longshore sediment sinks, and where the eroding backshore
contains a large percentage of material which could be unstable as a
nearshore deposit, the ratio of profile retreat to submergence should
be larger. The closure depth can be estimated from wave climate
data as roughly twice the height of waves with a 5 year return period.
A recommendation that shore retreat be evaluated in terms of a sedi

ment balance model similar to Bruun's (Hands, in prep.)should lead
to rigorous testing of these concepts on the Great Lakes.
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MEASUREMENT OF CHANGES IN COASTAL DUNE TOPOGRAPHY USING
SIMPLE PARALLAX MEASUREMENTS

Harold F. Hennigar
Virginia Institute of Marine Science

School of Marine Science

College of William and Mary
Gloucester Point, Virginia 23062

ABSTRACT

Changes in topography of a coastal dune on Currituck Spit, Virginia/
North Carolina were measured from existing aerial photography (1955;
1961; 1975) using simple parallax measurements as the dune evolved
from an actively migrating, unvegetated sand hill into a stable,
vegetated parabolic dune over a twenty year period. Differences in
elevation of + 0.5 metre could be distinguished using a Student's
t-test (p< .005).

Maximum height of the dune decreased from 11 m to less than 7 m and
the dune slipface advanced more than 120 m (annual rate of 6 m/yr).
Analysis of changes in topography revealed that adjacent vegetation
effected the evolution of the dune. Inland vegetation in 1955 con
sisted of grass and shrubs less than 2 m tall. As a result, the
dominant offshore westerly winds were the main force shaping the
dune. As a maritime forest succeeded the shrubs (height 10m),
vegetation decreased surface wind velocity to the point where the
offshore winds were no longer effective and the onshore, easterly
winds assumed prime importance in the evolution of the dune. In light
of the infrequent revision of topography on topographic maps, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

1) Topography shown on existing topographic maps of coastal dune
areas may not be accurate because dune morphology exhibits
changes in the order of metres per year, both laterally and
vertically.

2) Simple parallax measurements of dune areas, both in coastal and
desert regions, can be used to obtain topographic information
from existing aerial photography. This can aid in the better
understanding of the various physical processes at work in these
areas and possibly lead to better management decisions.



BREAKWATER HARBOR, DELAWARE—A CLASSROOM FOR
MAN-MARINE PROCESSES INTERACTION

PART II: EFFECTS OF MAN-MADE STRUCTURES ON GEOLOGIC PROCESSES

William H. Hoyt
Dept. of Geology

University of Delaware
Newark, Delaware 19711

ABSTRACT
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Energy conditions and sediment transport in the Breakwater Harbor
area have been measured peridically from 1977 to the present using
hand-held, instantaneous bedload and suspended load samplers. The
first areas investigated were the surf zones of Cape Henlopen,
Breakwater Harbor, and Lewes Beach, consisting of a total of 16
stations repeatedly occupied. In general, the Cape Henlopen surf
zones had the highest concentrations of bedload (up to 123 gm/1) and
suspended load (up to 8 gm/1), the area behind the breakwater had
the lowest concentrations of bedload (as low as 1 gm/1) and suspended
load (as low as 0.1 gm/1), and the Lewes Beach zone had intermediate
values. These sediment concentrations were measured during all four
seasons as well as during storms; differences in the three zones can
be accounted for by varying offshore water depth, currents, and
waves. These energy conditions, in turn, are caused by the two
breakwaters in the area, a large jetty, and the spit itself.

The second area in which sediment concentrations were measured
was the offshore area of Breakwater Harbor. Data from eight perma

nent stations and several spot samples display a general trend that
suspended sediments are transported through Breakwater Harbor during
typical high current velocities of ebb tide (exceeding 50 cm/see),
but that sediments are deposited out during the low velocities of
flood tide (generally less than 25 cm/sec). The sheltering effect
of the breakwater and the cape are the major causes of this assymetry
in sediment transport. Resuspension of bottom silts by large boats
appears to be a significant factor in the sedimentary regime. Also,
the close proximity of a stabilized inlet draining marsh and inland
bay waters adds substantial sediment to the system. Concentrations
of suspended sediment measured from boats in the offshore zones of
the harbor range from 5 to 385 mg/1 (0.005 to 0.385 gm/1) during
various conditions.

Analyses of 26 shallow marine vibracores taken in the harbor area
show that profound and rapid sedimentologic change has occurred
following construction of the Inner Breakwater (1831) and the Ferry
Jetty (1964). Low-energy deposits are easily discernable from the
storm-deposited sand layers in the cores.

Vertical aerial photographs of Cape Henlopen since 1938 have been
compared using a stereo zoom transfer scope, a tool which provides
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excellent data on the mode of progradation and retreat of shorelines.
In the last decade, for example, nearly all the progradation of the
Cape has been on the northeast side, a fact which implies that the
sand body may not connect with the inner breakwater as early as has
been heretofore predicted. It appears that during ebb tide, the
breakwater is continuing to deflect the locus of sedimentation to
the east as time goes on.

SAND STABILIZATION ON A BAYMOUTH BAR, NAUSET BEACH

CAPE COD, MASSACHUSETTS

Paul L. Knutson

Research Biologist for Coastal Ecology Branch
U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers
Coastal Engineering Research Center at Ft. Belvoir, VA

In April 1970, experimental plots were established on a baymouth bar
at Nauset Harbor on Cape Cod, Massachusetts. On the bar both sand
fences and American beachgrass (Ammophila breviligulata) were tested
as alternative techniques for creating and stabilizing dunes. Ele-
vational profiles were made periodically in the test plots from
April 1970 to November 1977. The study concluded that sand fences
initially capture sand more rapidly than newly planted beachgrass.
Once established, however, beach grass plantings capture sand at a
rate equivalent to multiple lifts of sand fence. Using either sand
fence or beach grass, a dune growth rate of more than 11 cubic meters
per linear meter of beach per year was sustained.
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EFFECTS OF STORM PROCESSES AND OFF-ROAD VEHICLES

ON BARRIER DUNES, NAUSET SPIT, CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE

Stephen P. Leatherman

Director

National Park Service Coop. Research Unit
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA

ABSTRACT

Nauset Spit, Massachusetts, is a retreating barrier system, as evi
denced by narrow beaches and scarped barrier dunes. The dunes are
densely colonized by American brach grass (Ammophila brevigulate).
The storm intensity in the Cape Cod area is the highest along the
North Atlantic East Coast, which insures frequent wave attack of the
eroding dunes and some overwash activity. At present, there are
numerous washover fans/flats along the length of the Spit.

Overwash is a significant process on some Mid-Atlantic and south
eastern barrier islands, but data was not previously available in
order to define its role in this area. It appears that the frequent
overwashes, under present conditions, are the result of intense
off-road vehicle (ORV) traffic. Experimental impacting has shown
that even low level ORV impacts can result in devegetation and sub
sequent blowouts. These pathways through the primary dune line serve
as overwash channels during storm conditions. Also, the continued
perturbation of the sand surface by vehicles prevents revegetation
and large barren flats persist.

Colonization of washovers and dune growth is being studied under a
variety of conditions. Several washovers have been planted with
American beach grass (Cape variety), and the area has been closed
to trespass. Other areas have been closed for natural recovery,
while present impacts through certain washover fans are continued
for comparative purposes. Vegetative parameters of cover and frequency
and physiographic transects across these washover areas will demon
strate the rate of revegetation and dune growth. This study has
been designed to determine the relative roles of overwash and dune
building and the impact of vehicles on these processes.
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COASTAL ZONE ARCHAEOLOGY IN BOSTON HARBOR

Barbara Luedtke

Department of Anthropology
University of Massachusetts

Boston, MA

ABSTRACT

Recent investigations of the Calf Island site in Boston Harbor illus
trate both the problems and potential of archaeological sites in the
coastal zone. The site was chosen for excavation because it appeared
to be endangered by human uses of the area and also by erosion. It

has since been destroyed by the Blizzard of 1978. Although this was
a small site, it produced considerable quantities of material that
clarify the life of Boston's late prehistoric inhabitants, and which
also contribute to our knowledge of changing human adaptations to
the coastal zone. Analysis of the recovered artifacts was performed
with the cooperation of numerous specialists from other disciplines,
and the resultant data has proved useful to these specialists as
well as to archaeologists.

SURVEY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES IN THE CAPE COD

NATIONAL SEASHORE

F.P. McManamon

National Park Service

15 State St.

Boston, MA 02109

ABSTRACT

In 1979 an archeological survey of Cape Cod National Seashore,
Massachusetts, was begun. The first year's investigation concentra
ted on sampling the Seashore area and site discovery. A two-stage
stratified random sampling procedure was used. Initially, three
strata were identified based upon known archeological data and envir
onmental variables. Following the completion of stage one, analysis
identified two additional strata. In stage two, the investigation
concentrated upon strata with the greatest variation in site types'
frequencies-

Shovel test pits, approximately .5 meters in diameter, dug to cul
turally sterile glacial sand were the discovery technique. The pit
contents were screened through 1/4" mesh hardware cloth. Test pits
were placed in a systematic grid spaced at 25 meters in 200 meter by
100 meter sample units.

The sample units serve as both investigation units and units of analysis
Therefore, within each stratum, simple random sampling can be assumed
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when deriving estimates of the site population parameters within each
stratum.

site frequency.

THE PRESERVATION OF LAND SURFACES DURING PERIODS
OF RISING SEA-LEVEL

Randall Moir
Inst, conservation Archaeology

Peabody Museum
Harvard University

Cambridge, MA

ABSTRACTS

The fate of land survaces as they are submerged during periods of
rising sea-level is of critical importance to archaeologists. The
Holocene represents a period dominated by worldwide marine trans-
Session. £ean levels were raised as Lake Wisconsin «J«*"Jt-t-
has reentered these reservoirs. Along the eastern coast of North
America, sea-level may have .risen well over 100 ™te" ""fJ"*'000
BP Sea-level rise involves the landward transgression of the
shoreline and includes both depositional and erosional processes.
Considerable deposition occurs in river valleys, estuaries, marshes,
a^d"agoons and'often is enough to protect their ^j**^
faces from the destruction which accompanies erosional preface
retreat. Knolls, uplands, and unprotected shorelines, on the ottK
nana? usually are severely eroded during marine transgression resulting
in^e^oss of their former land surfaces and soil h°"zons The
eroded material is added to the surficial sand sheet which blankets
most of the continental shelf today. In this paper, Iwill take a
?ook at Holocene sea-level change, processes of marine transgression,
anl erosional shoreface retreat in order to form a^tter understanding
of the fate of former land surfaces that were submerged during the
last 15,000 years.

The region that will be discussed in detail is the united States
continental shelf from North Carolina to Canada although the processes
themselves may be applicable worldwide. Important marine transgression
processes will be outlined and their significance to the archaeological
community will be emphasized.
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PROBLEMS IN THE PRESERVATION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL

RESOURCES IN THE COASTAL ZONE OF RHODE ISLAND:

A MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE

Geoffrey P. Moran
S.O.P.A.

Principal Planner, Archaeology
Rhode Island Historical Preservation Commission

Providence, RI

ABSTRACT

In a state as small as Rhode Island, which promotes itself as the
"ocean state," and boasts a Preservation Commission which received
the highest score in the country for its 1980 plan, with a coastal
zone management program recently described by the director of NOAA's
Office of CZM as a "model" for other states, you might think that
we have—or should have—the problem well in hand. Nothing could be
further from the truth. Along with these potential advantages lurk
glaring and even fatal deficiencies for adequate management of
archaeological resources in the coastal zone. On the basis of
existing experience, the threat of site loss occurring under the
permitting authority of this state's CRMC exceeds that posed by
FHWA, EPA, and the Corps of Engineers combined.

The Programatic plan for resource management would include two
components:

1. Extend the staffing and permit review process to include sub
surface testing to verify the presence or absence of sites
in project areas under consideration for which there is a
"reasonable probability" of such sites being present.

2. Conduct an over-all planning study of the coastal zone based
on the development of locational models to determine the
probability of site occurence in various environments of the
study area.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES IN THE NARRAGANSETT

BASIN: CONANICUT ISLAND AND GREENWICH COVE AS CASE STUDIES

E. Pierre Morenon

Scott Craig Gerlach
David Jared Bernstein

Rhode Island College
Providence, RI

ABSTRACT

Archaeological resources in the coastal zone of Rhode Island are
important in two general respects. First, these resources constitute
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a unique body of evidence documenting the behavior of past popula
tions. Scientific questions related to past land uses, changing
subsistence patterns, demographic characteristics of past populations
and former settlement patterns cannot be fully addressed in Rhode
Island without intensive archaeological studies of the coastal zone.
Second, archaeological resources provide evidence of importance to
modern populations residing in the coastal zone. Botanical and
zoological data found at archaeological sites indicate the degree to
which maritime and terrestrial ecosystems have changed in the coastal
zone. Sea level fluctuations and changes in shorelines can also be
related to the location of archaeological sites. Work conducted by
Rhode Island College on Conanicut Island and near East Greenwich is
used to illustrate the importance of archaeological resources in the
Narragansett Basin. Methods used in this work to document the
significance of archaeological resources, and recommendations for
protecting these resources are presented.

THE MANAGEMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES IN THE COASTAL ZONE

Michael E. Roberts

Inst. Conservation Archaeology
Peabody Museum

Harvard University
Cambridge, MA

ABSTRACTS

The results of research by the Institute for Conservation Archaeology
funded by the Bureau of Land Management reveal the fact that the
Coastal Zone, both onshore and offshore, contains one of the densest
concentrations of historic and prehistoric sites in the nation. At
the same time the Coastal Zone is under severe attack from natural
and man-made causes which are rapidly depleting this resource base.
Our research has also indicated that this area is the least considered
zone for archaeological exploration prior to land use.

The management element of our study for the Bureau of Land Management
has identified discrete zones having different expected historic and
prehistoric resource concentrations. The location of these zones has
been defined, their expected contents described and survey strategies
recommended for each zone. The entire process has been integrated
into the Interagency Archaeological Services planning model.

Since the results of our research are predictions on resource locations
based on several different types of modeling procedures, pilot studies
have been recommended to test these models and thus support or modify
management recommendations.

In addition, a wide range of natural and man-made impacts to cultural
resources have been identified and management strategies to deal with
each impact have been recommended.
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AN APPLICATION OF THE BRUUN RULE IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY

Peter S. Rosen

Department of Earth Sciences

Northeastern University
Boston, Massachusetts 02115

ABSTRACT

A regional scale field test of the Bruun Rule was made on the Virginia
Chesapeake Bay shoreline. This area is well-suited because: 1) accurate
records of long-term shoreline changes are available; 2) the limit of
offshore transport of sediment can be defined by both sedimentological
and geomorphic evidence; 3) accurate data exists of rates of sea level
rise from two independent sources; and 4) the morphology of the shore
line is clearly defined.

The model was applied individually to 146 beach units along the 336 km
of shoreline. Relative sealevel rise in this area is as high as 5.43
mm/yr, and the mean shoreline retreat rate in this fetch-restricted
environment is 0.98 m/yr. The long term, regional setting for a
field application of the Bruun Rule is believed to be the context in
which the model has the most physical meaning, as all seasonal or
short-term variations in processes are averaged out.

The erosion rate predicted by the Bruun Rule fits the long term («
100 yr.) measured rate within 3%. Local variations between measured
and predicted rates were highest in areas near marsh deposits along
the shoreline, where the model loses physical meaning.

This regionsl concurrence of field measurements and Bruun Rule pre
dictions of retreat of the Virginia Chesapeake Bay shoreline demon
strates that sealevel rise can account for all shore retreat in the

system. However, sealevel rise "...plays only a permissive role in
coastal erosion, not a causitive one" (Davis et al, 1973). The
action of the short-term processes (waves, tide, surge, groundwater
effects) can be regarded as the agents effecting the translation of
sediment (erosion) in the presence of a rise in sea level.

COASTAL ARCHAEOLOGY AND SITE LOSS IN MAINE

David Sanger
Dept. Anthropology
University of Maine

Orono, ME

ABSTRACT

Maine has a vast archaeological resource in its littoral zone. To
date nearly 1000 sites have been identified. Many of these are being
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destroyed by sea erosion. In Maine there has been almost a decade of
work relating to the problem of site loss and some general guidelines
have been established for survey and evaluation. Funding and manpower
continue to stand in the way of an effective program because of the
non-permit nature of the site loss.

THE BRUUN RULE - A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Maurice L. Schwartz

Department of Geology
Vladimir Milicic

Department of Foreigh Languages
Western Washington University

Bellingham, Wash. 98225

ABSTRACT

In 1962 Per Bruun proposed an hypothesis of sea level rise as a cause
of shore erosion wherein: (1) There is a shoreward displacement of
the beach profile as the upper beach is eroded; (2) The material
eroded from the upper beach is equal in volume to the material de
posited on the nearshore bottom; (3) The rise of the nearshore bottom
as a result of this deposition is equal to the rise in sea level,
thus maintaining a constant water depth in that area. Schwartz, in
1967, published a paper citing field and laboratory proof of the
hypothesis, and suggested that it be called the Bruun Rule. The
concept was subsequently adopted in the literature and is now commonly
referred to as the Bruun Rule.

Kaplin, in his coastal geonorphology text published in the Soviet Union
in 1973, took exception to Bruun being the originator of the concept,
citing earlier publications by Zenkovich, Ionin, Budanov, and himself,
in support of the Soviet claim of priority. Review of these works, in
translation from the Russion, does, indeed, indicate an early inclu
sion in the Soviet literature of point 1 of the concept. However,
mention of the relationships and quantification found in points 2 and
3 appear to be lacking.

During June 1978 Schwartz was able to meet with Kaplin in Moscow, to

discuss this matter in further detail. Kaplin held that the three
points contained in the Bruun Rule were commonly understood to pre
vail by Societ coastal specialists prior to 1962. After much dis
cussion the two finally reached agreement by concluding that the
best that could be said was that this was a case of simultaneous,

but independent, research converging upon the same conclusions. Due
to the history of its development, however, the concept will probably
continue to be known as the Bruun Rule.
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THREE PIERS AND AN INLET

Maurice L. Schwartz and Edmund E. Jacobsen
Department of Geology

Western Washington University
Bellingham, WA 98225

ABSTRACT

Along the Cherry Point sector of Puget Sound, shore drift is indicated
in recent reports as either being to the north, or to the south in
restricted cells between piers along the coast. Attesting that net
shore drift is indeed to the south are the facts that: 1) the Cherry
Point sector is bounded on the north by a headland bay beach and on
the south by a large spit, both indicating predominant wave energy
from the north and northwest, and 2) observations indicate sediment
deposition on the north and northwest, and 2) observations indicate
sediment deposition on the north, updrift, side of the piers and
erosion on the south, downdrift, side. Aerial observations also
reveal plumes of sediment bypassing the landward bulkheading or
riprap of these piers, thus negating the idea of restricted drift
cells.

The most northerly of the piers is that of ARCO. Crossing the beach
and nearshore zone on .2 m diameter pilings, 46 m on center, it presents
no obstacle to normal shore drift. Farther to the south, respectively,
are the littoral zone riprap of INTALCO and the littoral zone bulk-
heading of the Mobil Oil Company piers. Both of these impede, but
do not completely block, shore drift. On the other hand, a marina
inlet dredged into the southwestern edge of the Sandy Point spit acts
as a sediment trap for the predominantly southerly shore drift. The
southern tip of the spit is presently undergoing severe erosion.

BRUUN'S RULE AND CONTINENTAL SHELF SEDIMENTATION:

AN OCEANOGRAPHER'S VIEWPOINT

Donald J.P. Swift

Atlantic Oceanographic & Meteorological Laboratories
NOAA

Virginia Key
Miami, FL 33149

ABSTRACT

Bruun's rule was formulated by a coastal engineer who wished to con
sider post-glacial sea level rise as a cause of beach erosion.
Subsequent studies have concentrated primarily on short term (up to
one year) and small-scale (beach and near-beach) applications of the
theorem, also as an approach to the beach erosion problem. Bruun's
rule has led to meaningful insights in this context. However, from
the viewpoint of an oceanographer considering the continental shelf,
Bruun's rule has a more basic application as a unifying principle
for Holocene shelf sedimentation.
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Most continental shelves have undergone more or less continuous
transgression during the Holocene as a consequence of glacioeustatic
sea level rise. Erosional shoreface retreat, in accordance with
the Bruun principle, has sheared off the uppermost 10m of the late
Wisconsin Subaerial surface. The debris thus generated has under
gone kilometers to tens of kilometers of transport, downdrift and
slightly offshore, before coming to rest. As a consequence, shelf
surfaces are veneered with 0 to 10m of sediment, each grain of which
has resided in a beach, but whose textures and structures are those
of the shallow marine environment. The sediment may rest discom-
formably on backbarrier sands, lagoonal muds, directly on Pleistocene
deposits or even on Tertiary or Mesozoic coastal plain units, but
true beach deposits are generally missing. The Morphology of the
shelf is thus a marine morphology. Sand ridges on the shelf are not
beach ridges, but instead are large-scale post transgressional bedforms
responding to storm or tidal flows. Larger sea floor ridges are the
retreat paths of littoral drift convergences during the post-glacial
period of sea level rise and shoreface retreat.

The Bruun model is still largely a kinematic rather than dynamic model;
it says what happens, but not how it happens, or why. Our knowledge
of surf dynamics is incomplete, but suffices to show that more than
surf dynamics is required to explain erosional shoreface retreat.
It seems reasonable to think in terms of two transport systems: a

continuous, narrow, high intensity surf-driven system and a broader,
intermittent offshore system driven by coastal storm currents.
Coastal erosion and aggradation is a consequence of interaction
between these two systems. We need to know much more about the
"Coastal boundary layer" seaward of the surf and its behavior during
storms, if we are to understand Bruun's scheme of coastal retreat.

THE SEDIMENTOLOGIC SIGNIFICANCE OF TIDAL DRAINAGE

NETWORKS: A REEVALUATION OF TRADITIONAL MODELS OF

SALT MARSH DEVELOPMENT

Joe R. Wadsworth, Jr.

Institute of Ecology
University of Georgia

Athens, GA 30602

ABSTRACT

Examination of the geomorphic characteristics of tidal drainage
networks in the Duplin River system, Sapelo Island, Georgia, suggests
that traditional models of salt marsh development are oversimplified,
and make false assumptions regarding sedimentation rates and envir
onmental statility. Accepted models of marsh maturation state that
salt marshes develop from unvegetated mud flats, and gradually mature
into high marshes through continual vertical accretion and lateral
expansion. Sedimentation rates are assumed to be very high in the
initial phases of this maturation. However, the Duplin tidal system,
part of the extensive marsh belt between the Georgia - South Carolina
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barrier island chain and the mainland, includes four distinct but
coexesting drainage types at different stages of maturity, of which
two are in equilibrium with the system and have ceased to develop.
High rates of lateral migration, coupled with retention of inefficient
pirated channel segments, suggest that sedimentation in the most
youthful drainage areas are actually very low. Sedimentation rates
in the two non-equilibrium drainage types are somewhat higher, due
to intersystemic variations in channel hydrodynamics, levee development,
and storm transport. Thus, the stability and level of maturity of
salt marsh drainage is not restricted to any given developmental
sequence, and may not be uniform within a single system.

THE GEOLOGIC DEVELOPMENT OF OKEFENOKEE SWAMP -

A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO WETLAND RESEARCH

Joe R. Wadsworth, Jr.

Institute of Ecology
University of Georgia

Athens, GA 30602

ABSTRACT

The geologic development of Okefenokee Swamp, Georgia is being studied
through a combination of geomorphic, biologic, archaeologic and remote
sensing approaches. Vegetative zonation is being used to prepare a
detailed map of relict beach ridges, formerly considered to be marine
in origin, but now thought to be largely lacustrine. Geomorphic
analysis of regional drainage development and pre-Trail Ridge erosional
surfaces aid in interpreting the contribution of regional upwarping
to formation of the swamp. Archaeologic investigations will provide
information on paleoclimatic changes, and their relationship to
swamp development.

Remotely sensed data are being used in mapping vegetative zonation
and identifying relict beach ridges, updating of drainage maps of
the swamp and basin uplands, preliminary surveying and identification
of archaeological sites, comparison of ridge profiles, and examination
of the swamp's shallow stratigraphy. By applying this multidisci-
plinary methodology, much valuable information on the development of
this unique wetland environment is being obtained, which would not be
revealed using more traditional geologic approaches.



RELATION BETWEEN HYDRODYNAMICS AND SEDIMENT TRANSPORT

IN A SALT MARSH ESTUARY

Gary A. Zarillo
Department of Geology
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

ABSTRACT
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Sediment transport in a well-mixed, salt marsh estuary near Sapelo
Island, Georgia was found to be closely related to several parameters
of the tidal wave. The tide in the estuary is a damped cooscillating
type exibiting a large phase lag between the head and mouth at high
water. Ebb currents and ebb-related shear velocity (U*) dominate
over the flood due to the large water slope that develops in the
estuary during ebb.

A close correlation between maximum ebb shear velocity and a tidal
datum fixed relative to the elevation of the salt marsh surrounding
the estuary, indicates that modification of the tidal wave in the
marsh is related to the domination of the ebb hemicycle. The energy
dissipation rate for the total estuary/salt marsh system during any
tidal cycle is two orders of magnitude greater than the dissipation
rate in the estuary proper. The high rate of energy loss in the salt
marsh retards flow and results in storage of water in the marsh
around high tide creating an enhanced water slope as ebb begins at
the seaward end of the estuary.

Bedform geometry and sand transport in the estuary reflect the ebb-
dominated tidal dynamics. Large scale bedforms maintain an ebb-
oriented geometry through both the ebb and flood. Bedform migration
and net sand transport is in the ebb direction. Sand transport
rates correlate well with a tidal datum fixed relative to the eleva

tion of the salt marsh, similarly to shear velocity.

Because of the tidally varying shear and limited sources of sand,
the magnitude of the yearly sand budget is low. Sand sources are
local and part of the coarse fraction included in surficial sands is
derived from subtidal scouring.


